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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Nine topflight scholars and artists, including the eminent English classicist H. D. F. Kitto, will serve on the Montana State University faculty the first five weeks of summer session, June 17 - July 19, President H. K. Newburn announced. A schedule of public lectures by summer staff members will be announced soon, he said.

The visiting professors and their subjects are Kitto and Russel B. Nye, English; Melvin L. Gallagher, music; Robert H. Bremner, history; David I. Blumenstock, geography; Tam Gruenewald, drama; Jack D. Stoops, art, and Philip Worchel, psychology. Roy O. Gladstone will be visiting professor of psychology for the entire 10-week session.

Kitto, emeritus professor of Greek, University of Bristol, will teach courses in humanities and drama in the English Department. The specialist in Greek drama has translated Greek plays for English production. His books include "The Greeks," "Sophocles the Dramatist," "Form and Meaning in Drama," and "Greek Tragedy."

Prof. Kitto, a Fellow of the British Academy, holds an M. A. from Cambridge University. He was a lecturer at the University of Glasgow from 1921 to 1945 and professor of Greek at the University of Bristol from 1945 to 1962. He has been Sather professor at the University of California at Berkeley and has lectured at the University of New London, Brandeis University and Princeton University.

Dr. Nye will teach poetry and conduct a graduate seminar in "Nineteenth Century American Intellectual Currents." He won Pulitzer and Knopf prizes in biography in 1945 for his book, "George Bancroft: Brahmin Rebel." He has written other books and numerous articles.

(more)
Prof. Nye joined the Michigan State University faculty in 1940, headed the English Department from 1946 to 1959 and became distinguished professor of English in 1962. He is also a lecturer at the University of Marsailles. He holds a bachelor's degree from Oberlin College and M. A. and Ph. D. degrees from the University of Wisconsin.

Prof. Gallagher will give two courses in conducting and will direct the summer session chorus. He is currently director of an experimental music program for the Congregational churches and the public schools on the Hawaiian island of Kauai, where his techniques of teaching musicianship to children are producing astonishing results.

He was minister of music of the First Congregational Church of Los Angeles from 1948 to 1956, and during that period he directed many special musical events, including the country's third oldest Bach festival. He is a graduate of Carleton College and holds a master's degree in sacred music from Union Theological Seminary.

Dr. Bremner, Ohio State University history professor, will teach a course in recent American history and one in social and cultural history of the United States. After earning a doctorate at Ohio State in 1943, he was a civilian personnel specialist for the War Department, serving in Washington, Paris and Frankfort. He returned to Ohio State as a faculty member in 1946.

In 1956, Prof. Bremner received the Award of Merit of the Ohio Academy of History for his book, "From the Depths: The Discovery of Poverty in the United States." He is chairman of the Committee on the History of Social Welfare and an active member of the American Historical Association and other professional groups.

Dr. Blumenstock will teach a course in general geography and a course in geography of the Pacific Islands. Now a member of the faculty of the University of California at Berkeley, he has been a lecturer at California Institute of Technology.
and Rutgers University. He has been a meteorologist for the U. S. Weather Bureau, Pan-American Airlines and the U. S. Air Force, and from 1947 to 1950 he headed the Technical Information Division of the U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory.

He is a graduate of the University of Chicago and holds a Ph. D. from the University of California. In 1960, he was awarded the U. S. Congressional Silver Medal "for distinguished authorship and outstanding research contributions in the field of climatology."

Gruenewald will serve on the summer drama staff through the cooperation of the Guest Artist of the American Nation Theater and Academy. The New Yorker has directed productions for the Phoenix Theater, the Equity Library Theater and others. He directed "Hamlet" for the first tour sponsored by the New York State Council on the Arts. At the close of his stay at MSU he will direct at the Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.

He has appeared as an actor in many plays. He has degrees from the University of Wisconsin and Columbia University and has studied with Uta Hagen and Robert Lewis.

Dr. Stoops, professor of art education at the University of California at Los Angeles, will teach a course in elementary art and one in methods of teaching secondary art. Before joining the UCLA faculty in 1947, he taught in the Los Angeles city schools. He is president of the Pacific Art Association, the author of articles in art education journals, and the winner of awards for educational films he has produced.

The educator earned a B. A. at UCLA, an M. A. at the University of Southern California and an Ed. D. at Teachers College, Columbia University. He earned a certificate from Leicester College of Art in England.

(more)
Dr. Worchel, who will teach psychology courses, has been on the University of Texas faculty since 1948 and was director of the university's clinical training program from 1950 to 1959. He is a consultant to several private and public agencies and a member of the American Psychological Association, Sigma Xi and other professional organizations. He has written several books and monographs.

Dr. Worchel's service as a naval commander during World War II included duty with the American Embassy in Moscow, U.S.S.R., from 1942 to 1945. He holds a B. S. from the College of the City of New York, an M. A. from Columbia University and a Ph. D. from Cornell University.

The other visiting psychologist, Dr. Gladstone, has been on the Oklahoma State University faculty for 14 years. He is past president of the Oklahoma State Psychological Association and past chairman of the Social Science Section of the Oklahoma Academy of Sciences. He earned B. S., M. S. and Ph. D. degrees at the University of Illinois and a certificate of competence from the University of Chicago.
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